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One of the main water vapor sources of eastern China is the Bay of Bengal, over which the
circulation is influenced by the Tropical Indian Ocean Dipole (TIOD). The TIOD has a long-
lasting effect on weather patterns, which in turn influence the rice yield and quality in
eastern China, such as in Jiangsu Province. To identify the main mechanism involved, we
perform a detailed investigation of the connections between the TIOD-like sea surface
temperature (SST) and the climatic suitability for growing rice, and the subsequent rice yield
anomalies, in Jiangsu Province. In particular, we compare the relationships, and identify the
underlying mechanisms, of TIOD SST with suitable sunshine duration, temperature and
precipitation during the period of rice culture in the province. Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) results show that the TIOD-like SST has a close correlation with the rice yield
anomalies, with a temporal correlation coefficient of 0.43 for 53 years, passing the 99%
significance level. Furthermore, in the negative TIOD-like SST years, the background
circulation weakens the transport effect of the atmospheric river through which water
vapor is transported from the Bay of Bengal to eastern China. This decreased amount of
transported water vapor decreases the precipitation and total cloud cover in the province.
In turn, this significantly increases the sunshine duration, which plays a key role in rice yield
anomalies. The increased sunshine duration and higher temperatures lead to positive rice
yield anomalies, and vice versa. Our findings highlight that climatic factors, such as TIOD-
like SST, have a far-reaching influence on agricultural production (in this case, rice yield),
and thus special attention should be paid to interdisciplinary research in the fields of climate
and agriculture.
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INTRODUCTION

Weather patterns during periods of crop culture have an influence
on crop yield and quality. Climatic factors can tune these weather
patterns and thus have a far-reaching effect on crop yield. Themost
consumed crop in southernChina is rice (Xu et al., 2018). It was the
first and most widely cultivated crop in Jiangsu Province, and over
the past 30 years has had a relatively stable annual planting area of
about 2.2 million hectares, accounting for 40% of the province’s
grain area. Establishing a rice yield forecast method based on
climatic factors is therefore critical for agricultural management,
food security and food trade policy in this region.

Although rice shows notable adaptability to climate, specific
climatic conditions are still required for successful ripening and
to ensure a high quality product (Huang et al., 2018). The climate
background also has a remarkable influence on agricultural yield
(Lobell and Asner, 2003; Xu et al., 2018). There are many
methods available to predict rice yields, including statistical
meteorological models, rice growth models, and field sampling
(Lai et al., 2009; Ju et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017;
Xu et al., 2018). Among these methods, studies have shown that
statistical meteorological models based on climate indices can be
effective at predicting crop yield (Lobell and Asner, 2003; Ju et al.,
2010; Holzkämper et al., 2013; Iizumi et al., 2014; Yuan et al.,
2014; Guo et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018).

Recent studies have shown that the Indian monsoon shows
strong correlation with the southern trough over the Bay of
Bengal (Guan and Yamagata, 2003), which controls the
amount of total precipitable water transported to eastern
China. Greater total precipitable water transport from the
Indian monsoon is usually associated with a weaker western
Pacific subtropical high in the southwestern part of this
subtropical high (Zhang, 2001), which leads to greater westerly
wind anomalies instead of dominant southwesterly winds in the
southwestern part of this subtropical high. These southwesterly
winds would normally transport water vapor to eastern China.
Thus, without them, conditions are unfavorable for the transport
of water vapor into eastern China, therefore leading to less rainfall
over the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River valley.
Hence, there is a link between the Indian monsoon and weather
patterns in eastern China. The Tropical Indian Ocean Dipole
(TIOD), a climate index, can represent the circulation over the
Indian Ocean, which can influence the transported water vapor
and in particular have an effect on the western Pacific subtropical
high. However, accounting for the weather patterns in a specific
area (i.e., in Jiangsu Province) the target sea surface temperature
(SST) area is the TIOD-like SST. The TIOD-like SST can indicate
the circulation which affects the temperature and sunshine
duration in Jiangsu Province, which are key factors for rice yield.

The extent of the far-reaching influence of the TIOD-like SST
on agricultural industry in eastern China is still uncertain.
Accordingly, the aim of this study is to clarify the relationship
between the TIOD-like SST, climatic suitability and rice yield
anomalies. In this paper, we suggest a mechanism by which the
background circulation characterized by the climate index can
tune the weather patterns, affect the crop-specific climatic
suitability and, consequently, the rice yield response. Our

approach can improve the ability to forecast rice yield
evolution based on climate indices for a particular year or
under a given climate scenario. Moreover, this approach can
provide a scientific basis for shaping food security warning
systems and food trade policy, as well as improve the
management of rice cultivation.

To investigate the connection between the TIOD-like SST and
rice yield anomalies, we focus on the following topics:

• Establishing whether the TIOD-like SST has a close
connection with rice yield anomalies in Jiangsu Province;

• Describing the possible mechanism involved in the
influence of the TIOD-like SST on the proposed variables
that affect the climatic suitability; and

• Analyzing the link between the climatic suitability and the
rice yield anomalies.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Data and
Methods section describes the observational datasets, rice yield
data, and the method used to calculate the climatic suitability. In
Results section we describe the connection between the TIOD-like
SST and the rice yield anomalies, the possible mechanism
involved in the influence of the TIOD-like SST on the climatic
suitability, and the link between the climatic suitability and rice
yield anomalies. Discussion and conclusions are presented in
Conclusion and Discussion section.

DATA AND METHODS

Weather Observations and Rice Yield Data
We used a county-level rice yield dataset for the period
1961–2017 (from the Jiangsu Provincial Bureau of Statistics).
The daily observations from 70 weather stations in Jiangsu
Province, including 2-m air temperature, sunshine duration
and precipitation, provided a high spatial and temporal
resolution. These daily observations were used to calculate the
daily suitability and then the monthly means, which were used to
calculate the climatic suitability during the rice-growing period
(June–October) from 1961 to 2017. We also used a dataset called
the China Daily Gridded Precipitation dataset, version 5.1
(CN05.1; Wu and Gao, 2013; Xu et al., 2009), which has a
spatial resolution of 0.25° × 0.25°.

We also collected data on rice-growth stages in Jiangsu for the
1984–2018 from 19 agrometeorological observation stations,
which is the longest set of agrometeorological observation data
available in Jiangsu. The observations include the start and end
dates of each rice stage in every year: the seedling, regreening,
tillering, jointing—boot, heading—flowering, and
milking—maturity periods. These observations were used to
determine the average rice-growth-stage dates and parameters
in the suitability equations, which are the key factors for
calculating the climatic suitability.

Reanalysis Data
In order to analyze the transported water vapor in the entire air
column, we employed the water vapor flux and total Precipitable
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Water (PW). The water vapor flux data were from ERA-Interim:
https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-moda/
levtype�sfc/. The PW data were taken from the NCEP/DOE
AMIP-II Reanalysis (Reanalysis-2): http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.
gov/products/wesley/reanalysis2/. The Total Cloud Cover
(TCC) was the vertical integral of high-cloud cover, medium-
cloud cover and low-cloud cove. The SST is Hadley Center Global
Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST), (Rayner et al.,
2003).

Calculation of Annual Rice Yield Anomalies
We followed the approach of Iizumi et al. (2014) to calculate the
annual rice yield anomalies. For a given year, t, and county, c, the
percentage yield anomaly deviating from a normal yield, Yt,c

(defined as the 5-year running mean for the interval t − 2 to t + 2)
was calculated as follows:

Y ′t,c � Yt,c − Yt,c

Yt,c
× 100 (1)

where Yt,c denotes the real yield. The calculation of the
percentage yield anomaly emphasizes the yield changes
caused by short-term, primarily climate-related factors,
although demand, prices, technology and other factors may
also affect year-to-year variations. Due to the 5-year running
window, the first 2 years (1961 and 1962) and last 2 years (2016
and 2017) were not calculated. The values of the percentage
yield anomalies are likely to be sensitive to the methods used to
calculate normal yield. Among the methods for calculating
normal yields (e.g., Kucharik and Ramankutty, 2005; Xu
et al., 2018), we used the 5-year running mean method
because of its simplicity. Although the yield anomalies are
sensitive to the number of years used to calculate normal
yield, the results based on different calculation methods are
similar.

Precipitation Anomaly Percentage
The precipitation anomaly percentage is calculated as follows:
P′t � Pt−P

P
× 100%, where P is the mean precipitation for the

research period in Jiangsu, Pt is the precipitation amount in a
particular month, and P′t is the precipitation anomaly percentage
in a particular month.

Climatic Suitability Based on Temperature
Previous studies (Geerts et al., 2006; Läderach et al., 2013; Fraga
et al., 2016) have shown that climatic suitability has a close
relationship with crop yield. Identification of climatic
suitability is therefore an effective way to predict crop yields
in a particular year or under a specific climate scenario (Teixeira
et al., 2013). Most studies analyze three types of climatic
suitability, based on temperature, sunshine duration and
precipitation.

Fuzzy mathematics is applied to calculate the temperature
response of rice (Cutforth and Shaykewich, 1990). The β-function
can reasonably well reflect the nonlinear relationship between
crop growth and temperature. The effect of temperature on rice
differs above and below the optimum temperature range. The

temperature suitability (ST) ranges between 0 and 1, and is
calculated as:

ST �

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[(T − T1) × (T2 − T)B]
[(T0 − T1) × (T2 − T0)B] (T1 <T <T2)

B � T2 − T0

T0 − T1

0 (T ≤ T1 or T ≥ T2)

(2)

The parameters in this formula vary in different rice-growth
periods based on agrometeorological observations, where B is the
temperature-dependent factor, T0(°C) is a time-dependent
optimum temperature for rice in different growth stages, and
T1(°C) and T2(°C) are the physiological lower and upper
temperature limits of rice development, respectively. When
T ≤ T1 or T ≥ T2, the plants stop growing and ST � 0.

Many studies (e.g., Zhao et al., 2003; Lai et al., 2009) have
shown that, during the growth process, the daily sunshine
duration (Shaw, 1964) has a critical value of 70% of the
required sunshine duration. When the sunshine duration
exceeds this critical value, the response of the crop to sunlight
reaches a suitable state, and the suitability value is one when the
crop then reaches a suitable state for its growth; otherwise, the
sunshine duration suitability rises with the increasing number of
hours of sunshine. The suitability based on sunshine duration
(SS) (Oury, 1965) is calculated as:

SS �
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ e−[S − S0

b ]2 (S< S0)
1 (S≥ S0)

(3)

As the temperature suitability, the parameters S and S0 are also
obtained from the 30 years of agrometeorological observations in
Jiangsu, where S is sunshine duration in hours, S0 is 70% of the
required sunshine duration, which varies with the rice growth
stage, and b is an empirical parameter that also varies with the
growth stage.

Precipitation is the main source of water and soil moisture for
the crop. The degree of rice suitability regarding precipitation is
characterized by the ratio of incoming and required water (Doll,
1967). Incoming water is mainly provided by natural
precipitation and artificial irrigation. Expenditure of plant
water is mainly due to the evapotranspiration during the
crop’s own physiological and ecological processes. The crop
suitability based on precipitation Sp, without considering
artificial irrigation, is calculated as (Xu et al., 2018):

Sp � { P/P0 (P < P0)
P0/P (P ≥ P0) (4)

As with the temperature and sunshine duration, the
parameter P0 is based on the agrometeorological observations
during the period of rice culture. Where this suitability is based
on 10 days of precipitation, P0 is the 10-days physiological water
requirement of the crop (unit: mm) and P is the actual 10-days
precipitation (unit: mm). It is worth noting that when
precipitation is excessive, it will harm the crop. So, in water
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vapor–enhanced years, the precipitation suitability sometimes
decreases.

In a relatively recent review paper, Holzkämper et al. (2013)
commented that there have not been many international
publications on the topic of climatic suitability, for the key
parameters are based on local agrometeorological field
observations. The rice growth conditions depend on the local
climate conditions and rice type. The climatic suitability estimates
are obtained through field experiments and control experiments,
but many of the publications relevant to the climate suitability for
rice are not often available in English. Although Eqs 2–4 came
from the Chinese literature, climatic suitability is a relatively
common methodology for cultivation yield research. There have,
for example, been relationships reported between corn yield
variance and temperature and precipitation in North America
(Lobell and Asner, 2003; Almaraz et al., 2008).

Improvement in Climatic Suitability Model
Parameters
Based on the rice growth period in Jiangsu Province (Lai et al.,
2009; Xu et al., 2018), we observed the key parameters for the
climatic suitability model during the different stages of growth,
which were determined by in-situ observation (Table 1). The crop
growth and development parameters and meteorological
indicators have been fixed for each growth stage of rice.
Therefore, there is a “jump” between two successive stages. In
reality, the meteorological conditions over the rice growth areas are
continuous. To solve this “jumping” issue, data corresponding to
the rice growth and development stages (Table 1) were obtained
for the most recent 30 years. Then, using polynomial fitting, the
temperature parameters and parameter b were fitted to the day of
the rice growth in stages from in-situ observation (X). Finally, a
continuous curve was established, with which the daily optimum
temperature and the temperature range in which the rice can grow
were calculated. The polynomial fitting equations are as follows:

T0 � 7 × 10− 8X4 − 2 × 10− 5X3 + 0.0003X2 + 0.1952X + 18.915

(5)

T1 � 3 × 10− 8X4 − 7 × 10− 6X3 − 0.0009X2 + 0.2306X + 8.587

(6)

T2 � 10− 5X3 − 0.0042X2 + 0.4026X + 27.768 (7)

b � 2 × 10− 7X3 − 9 × 10− 5X2 + 0.0023X + 5.1233 (8)

Other Methods
In this paper, most variables and observations have been
calculated based on the corresponding climate mean and
standard deviation for the period 1963–2015. The relative bias
denotes the yearly deviation from the climate mean divided by the
standard deviation. This normalized bias indicates not only the
sign of the anomaly but also how far the value is from the
climate state.

To acquire the possible connections between the climate
background and the annual rice yield anomalies, the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) method (Bretherton et al., 1992) is

employed. In addition, the climatic suitability, estimated from
weather-station daily observations and agrometeorological
observation data, is calculated to quantify the cumulative
effects of the climate conditions.

RESULTS

Relationship Between the TIOD-Like SST
and Rice Yield Anomalies
In order to obtain the connection between rice yield and the
SST in the Indian Ocean, the statistical method of SVD
(Bretherton et al., 1992) was employed, which is a powerful
method for identifying the dominant coupling modes between
two data fields. The leading SVD mode shows the
heterogeneous pattern maps, which are the amplitude of
variation from SST and rice yield anomalies (Figure 1a, b).
The time series of the first leading mode (SVD1) shows the
temporal evolution of the amplitude and polarity of the
characteristic patterns, which indicates that SVD1 describes
70.97% of the variability in total anomalies. This time series of
SVD1 illustrates that the SST pattern has a strong temporal
relationship with the rice yield anomaly pattern, with a
temporal correlation coefficient (TCC) of 0.43, passing the
99% significance level, for the 53-years sample. The TIOD
index is defined based on the SST anomaly difference between
the western (10°S–10°N, 50–70°E) and southeastern (10°S to the
equator, 90–110°E) regions. For the tropical Indian Ocean SST,
it is a TIOD-like SST pattern, which shows the key SST areas
are in the 30–15°S, in the south of the traditional TIOD SST
regions. The rice yield anomaly pattern shows a jigsaw-like
distribution, which has been documented in many previous
studies (Ju et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017; Xu
et al., 2018).

To ensure that the obtained SVD patterns are not spurious
results, we also performed EOF analysis separately for the two
fields, which display the leading EOF structures (not shown here),
and are very similar to the leading SVD structures. Considering
the relative levels of rice cultivation in Jiangsu Province
(Figure 2), special attention should be paid to central and
southern Jiangsu, since more rice is planted there. This means
these areas have a greater weight in the total Jiangsu rice yield
anomaly.

The Indian monsoon affects rainfall in the middle and lower
reaches of the Yangtze River valley (Zhang, 2001), such as
Jiangsu Province, via modulation of transported water vapor.
Atmospheric circulation can affect the rice yield by influencing
rainfall, duration of sunlight hours, and temperature
(Figure 3) (Lai et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2017; Huang et al.,
2018; Xu et al., 2018). We found that the TIOD-like SST has a
close relationship with rice yield anomalies, with a TCC of 0.43
in 1963–2015, especially in the periods 1970–1990 and
2002–2012 (Figure 1C). This TCC is greater than the TCC
of a single suitability with rice anomalies. Furthermore, lots of
extreme TIOD-like SST events coincide with the rice yield
anomalies.
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Possible Mechanism of Impact of the
TIOD-Like SSTWith the Proposed Variables
of Climatic Suitability
To study the possible mechanisms through which the positive
TIOD-like SST anomalies lead to negative sunshine duration, we
analyze the total PW for the entire atmosphere during the
extreme high or low TIOD-like SST years (Figure 4). Because
reliable reanalysis circulation data are only available for the
period after 1979, the composited circulation in the five
extremely positive TIOD-like SST years (1987, 1998, 2010,
2014, and 2015) and the five extremely negative TIOD-like

SST years (1984, 1989, 1996, 1999, and 2002) are studied. A
high positive relationship with the transported water vapor
means that, during the positive TIOD-like SST years, the
transported water vapor usually increases in Jiangsu Province
and vice versa, which passed the 95% level of statistical
significance (Figure 4).

One of the main sources of total PW transport over eastern
China is the southwesterly winds from the Bay of Bengal (Xu
et al., 2019b). In positive TIOD years (Figure 5), the TIOD has a
positive connection with the amount of water vapor transported
to China via the Bay of Bengal (Guan and Yamagata, 2003; Xu
et al., 2019a).When the TIOD is in its positive phase, the total PW

FIGURE 1 | The first leading SVDmodes for (A) the rice yield anomaly pattern, (B) the TIOD-like SST pattern, and (C) the expanded time coefficients. The temporal
correlation coefficient of rice yield anomalies (red line) and TIOD-like SST (blue line) is 0.43, which is significant at the 0.01% confidence level based on the two-tailed
t-test. The first leading SVD describes 70.97% of the variability.

TABLE 1 | Parameters used to determine the suitability of climatic variables, ST, SS, and SP, during rice growth and development stages, determined by the 19 longest
agrometeorological observation datasets available in Jiangsu.

Stages ST (daily temperature) SP (10 days
mean precipitation)

SS (daily
sunshine hours)

T1/°C T0/°C T2/°C B P0/mm S0/h

Seedling 10 20 30 5.14 38 9.53
Regreening 15 25 37 5.14 38 9.53
Tillering 17 27 38 5.04 45 9.53
Jointing—boot 18 28 40 4.83 66 8.95
Heading—flowering 20 30 35 4.5 64 8.35
Milking—maturity 15 22 32 4.1 29 7.61
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is increased almost 50% compared with the standard deviation in
the same grid box, which causes an increase in the transported
water vapor convergence, TCC, and extremely low sunshine
duration (Figure 6). Under this weather situation, sunshine
duration is reduced over Jiangsu Province. Meanwhile, the
precipitation in the rice-growth period is usually excessive in
water vapor–enhanced years, which leads to a low precipitation
suitability. Therefore, it is not as strong as that with sunshine
duration (Figure 6). The sunshine duration suitability and
precipitation anomaly appear in almost all extreme rice yield
years. The spatial correlation coefficient of the sunshine duration
suitability pattern and the SVD1 rice yield anomaly pattern is 0.71
in positive TIOD-like SST years and −0.63 in negative TIOD-like

SST years, whereas the other two spatial correlation coefficients of
suitability are around 0.3.

However, during the negative TIOD-like SST years, the enhanced
water vapor flux path disappears in the background circulation in
positive TIOD years (Figure 5). In these years, relatively dry
conditions are shown over the vast area of central and eastern
China; the total PW is decreased by about 50% compared with the
standard deviation in the grid box, indicating a connection between
the TIOD-like SST and precipitation in the lower reaches of the
Yangtze River (Zhang, 2001). In these dry conditions, there is
relatively less water vapor convergence and precipitation. This
reduction in water vapor convergence and TCC lead to an
increase in sunshine duration—a key factor in increasing rice yields.

As mentioned above, the TIOD-like SST has a high TCC with
sunshine duration and yield anomalies. The TIOD-like SST can
indicate the background circulation by itself. In TIOD-like SST
negative years, the circulation over Southwest China blocks the
transported vertical integral of water vapor from the Bay of
Bengal to East China (Guan and Yamagata, 2003). Relatively
dry conditions are shown throughout the vast area of China. In

TABLE 2 | Relative bias of ST, SS, SP and TIOD-like SST from SVD1 during the
lifetime of rice (June–October) in the years of extreme rice yield anomalies.

Extreme years Yield ST SS SP TIOD like
SST

1964 1.6 0.2 0.3 0.2 2.0
1966 1.6 −1.1 1.8 −1.9 1.3
1984 1.3 −0.5 −0.2 0.3 1.2
2002 1.3 0.3 1.0 −0.1 0.5
1978 2.3 0.1 1.7 −0.8 1.1
1998 1.6 1.5 0.3 0.6 −1.5
1972 −2.0 −1.5 −0.3 0.3 1.1
1980 −2.8 −1.9 −1.2 0.6 −0.4
1981 −1.1 −1.5 −0.1 −0.2 −0.2
1977 −2.6 0.0 −0.4 0.7 −0.4
2003 −1.3 0.1 −0.7 0.1 −0.8

FIGURE 2 |Relative rice cultivation areas (A) and the temporal correlation of the TIOD and rice yield anomalies (B). Similar to the relative bias, the value is calculated
by the actual area minus the Jiangsu mean of 70 county-level-based rice cultivation areas, and then divided by the standard deviation of the 70 county-level-based rice
cultivation areas, as explained in Improvement in Climatic Suitability Model Parameters section. Dotted areas in (B) are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level
in the period 1963–2015.

FIGURE 3 | Time series of yield anomalies (upper panel, red line), and the
climatic variables ST (lower panel, blue line), SS (lower panel, red line) and SP

(lower panel, yellow line).
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FIGURE 4 | Correlation of TIOD with the amount of precipitable water for the entire atmosphere (A) during the rice-growing period (June–October). Dotted areas
passed the two-tailed t-test at the 95% level of statistical significance. (B) The mean precipitable water for the entire atmosphere in 1980–2015, (C) precipitable water for
the entire atmosphere in positive TIOD years, and (D) precipitable water for the entire atmosphere in negative TIOD years. Black shading indicates regions with an
elevation exceeding 3,000 m above sea level.

FIGURE 5 | (A) Mean water vapor flux divergence in 1963–2015, (B) the relative bias of water vapor flux divergence in positive TIOD-like SST years, and (C)
negative TIOD-like SST years. Colors indicate the water vapor flux divergence; vectors indicate the water vapor flux.
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these dry conditions, there is probably a low water vapor
convergence, TCC, and usually less precipitation. These
reductions in TCC and precipitation, however, lead to increases
in sunshine duration and sometimes temperature—key factors that
improve rice yields. In positive phases of the TIOD, the circulation
over Southwest China is suitable for water vapor transport to
Jiangsu Province, which causes a greater water vapor convergence,
TCC and precipitation, and reduced sunshine duration. The
precipitation in Jiangsu is usually exceeds the upper limit of
water requirement of rice, leading to a lower precipitation
suitability in TIOD-like SST positive years, and the precipitation
suitability is nonlinear with the TIOD-like SST.

Connection Between Rice Yield Anomalies
and Variables of Climatic Suitability
To explore the cumulative effect of the climate on annual rice
yields, we calculated the variables contributing to climatic

suitability throughout the rice growth period for the extreme
yield anomaly years, based on daily observations (Table 2). The
correlation coefficients of temperature, sunshine and
precipitation suitability to relative meteorological yield during
the whole growing period of rice from 1961 to 2014, were 0.12,
0.36, and −0.30, respectively (Xu et al., 2018), which is less than
the TCC from the TIOD-like SST with rice yield anomalies.

The sunshine duration suitability pattern has a close
relationship with the SVD1 rice yield anomaly pattern, with a
spatial correlation coefficient of 0.71 in positive TIOD-like SST
years and −0.63 in negative TIOD-like SST years. The spatial
correlation coefficient for the temperature suitability pattern is
about 0.44 in positive and negative TIOD-like SST years, while for
the precipitation suitability pattern it is 0.12 and 0.31 in positive
and negative TIOD-like SST years, respectively.

Comparing the three main contributors to climatic suitability
in the extremely high rice yield anomaly years, sunshine duration
matches the major part of them (Figure 6). The extreme sunshine

FIGURE 6 | (A) Relative bias of sunshine duration suitability in positive TIOD-like SST years, (B) negative TIOD-like SST and (C) mean sunshine duration suitability in
June–October in 1963–2015 . Panels (D–F) are the same as (A–C) but for temperature suitability. Panels (G–I) are the same as (A–C) but for precipitation suitability. The Yangtze
River is shown as a blue line and the blue shaded area indicates the sea. Black points indicate theweather observation stations. The sunshine duration suitability pattern has a close
relationship with the SVD1 rice yield anomaly pattern, with a spatial correlation coefficient of 0.71 in positive TIOD-like SST years and −0.63 in negative TIOD-like SST years.
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duration suitability events coincide with the greatest rice yield
anomalies in Jiangsu Province. Since rice cultivation in Jiangsu
Province can use water from other resources, including the Yangtze
River, the Huaihe River and even underground water, precipitation
is not the only water supply; hence, farm irrigation can reduce the
potential damage caused by low rainfall (Xu et al., 2018). For
extreme heavy precipitation events, only when the precipitation
anomaly exceeds 40% in July can it affect rice yield, which is
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level (Figure 7).
Except in some extreme dry years, the irrigation condition is
sufficient for rice cultivation (Xu et al., 2018). Rice yield does
not show any great connection with temperature suitability, with a
temporal correlation coefficient of 0.12. Among the historical rice-
crop disasters in Jiangsu Province between 1949 and 2019, damage
was caused by temperature only twice—in the extreme high
temperature years of 2003 and 2013 (Huang et al., 2018).

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The Indian monsoon and East Asian summer monsoon are
relatively isolated systems, although recent findings have
demonstrated that the Indian monsoon influences rainfall over
the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River valley, such as
in Jiangsu Province in eastern China, via its control over the
transport of water vapor (Zhang, 2001). In this work, we
identified the main connections between the TIOD-like SST and
rice yield anomalies in Jiangsu Province. The results show that
background circulation anomalies, indicated by the TIOD-like SST,

can directly lead to anomalies in transported water vapor over
Jiangsu Province. Precipitable water and water vapor flux
convergence cause TCC anomalies that lead to sunshine duration
and temperature anomalies. Sunshine duration—the variable that is
least influenced by human activity in rice cultivation—plays a major
part in rice yield anomalies. Although we identify the main
mechanism connecting the TIOD-like SST with rice yield
anomalies in Jiangsu Province, further detailed simulations with a
rice yield model are needed to identify the magnitude of the effect of
certain climate indices. Our results can be summarized as follows:

(1) The time series of SVD1 describes 70.97% of the variability in
total variations. The time series of SVD1 illustrates the SST
pattern has a strong temporal relationship with the rice yield
anomaly pattern, with a temporal correlation coefficient of 0.43,
passing the 99% significance level, for the 53-years sample.

(2) The transport of total PW over eastern China can be blocked
or enhanced by the circulation in Southwest China,
accompanied by TIOD-like SST anomalies (Xu et al.,
2019b). On the one hand, in the negative phase of the
TIOD, the circulation over Southwest China blocks the
transported water vapor and leads to relatively dry
conditions over the vast area of eastern China. Under
these dry conditions, there is probably a low water vapor
flux convergence, TCC, and usually less precipitation. These
conditions can lead to increased sunshine duration, which is
a key factor in increasing rice yields. On the other hand, in the
positive phase of the TIOD-like SST, the circulation over
Southwest China is suitable for the transport of water vapor
over Jiangsu Province, which causes an increased water vapor
convergence, TCC, and precipitation. In turn, this significantly
decreases the sunshine duration. Therefore, usually, the
negative TIOD-like SST accompanies positive sunshine
duration and positive rice yield anomalies, and vice versa.

(3) In Jiangsu Province, the most important variable for climatic
suitability is sunshine duration. It was found to be a factor in
most years that recorded rice yield anomalies, with the greatest
spatial correlation coefficients of 0.71 and −0.63, for positive and
negative TIOD like years, respectively, with the SVD1 rice anomaly
pattern among the three suitabilities. This is because precipitation is
not the only water supply for rice cultivation in Jiangsu Province.
Moreover, rice can also survive under awide rangeof temperatures.
It is therefore worth noting that sunshine duration plays a key role
in rice yield anomalies in Jiangsu Province.

To sustain a clear focus in this study, we have mainly discussed
the impact and mechanism of the TIOD-like SST on rice yield
anomalies in Jiangsu Province. The climatic suitability based on
observations is so far the closest approach to the actual growth of
rice. Since 2010, this climatic suitability method has been used to
characterize the quantitative impacts of sunshine, temperature
and rainfall on crops growth in Jiangsu Meteorological Bureau.
The operational agrometeorological services during these years
prove that the climatic suitability method is an effective method
to describe the accumulate effect of weather on crops.
Nonetheless, irrigation data are not available for every
cultivation area in Jiangsu Province. The effect of irrigation on

FIGURE 7 | The yearly precipitation anomaly percentage in
June–October, respectively, with yearly rice yield anomalies. Red boxes are
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level.
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rice yield is thus far still uncertain. Other climatic factors, such as
the western Pacific subtropical high, different rice varieties, and
human activity (e.g., irrigation or agriculture policy), all have an
impact on climatic suitability and rice yield anomalies. The
climate has cumulative influences on the various stages of rice
growth and development. The primary focus of this work has
been the connection between the TIOD-like SST, sunshine
duration and rice yield anomalies. This study emphasizes
again the connection between the TIOD-like SST and eastern
China, which has a far-reaching influence on agricultural
industry. Special attention should be paid to climatic
circulation and its influence on crop yield. Future work should
investigate the relationship between climate factors and climatic
suitability for the other major crops in the region (e.g., wheat,
maize and soybean).
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